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SIMPLE DESIGN FOR THE NEW
ROMAN STRIPE
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Roman stripes are steadily growing

popular. This design in material is so
sensational in colors that a dress
made from it must be very plain. The
illustration shows just how this styl-
ish goods should be used. 'The, hat
worn shows the trend of fashion is
toward war designs in headgear.
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WAY TO CLINCH IT
Two features of the recent annual

meeting of the United steel corpora-
tion have not received the notice
which' they merit

Chairman Gary pointed out that
the corporation, by last year spend-
ing $600,593 for safety devices on
machinery, had' saved from serious
injury 2,773 workers who might
have been hurt under earlier condi-
tions an investment for humanity
of $264.23 per head.

Whereupon, Samuel R. Maitland,
stockholder' and water tender in a
boiler house, was given permission to
offer prayer thanking God "for these
officials and these good men who
have taken such an interest in hu-
manity."

It was a Boston stockholder,
Charles M. Cabot, who first raised in
a steel trust annual meeting the point
that, though the report to the stock-
holders gave much space to produc-
tion and earnings, it said nothing
about labor welfare conditions. He-ha-

to go to law to force Gary and
the other officials to acknowledge the
human claims.'

If praying will cause them to speed
up toward safety first, by all means
let's have prayers. But a union of the
workers would clinch matters.
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FASHION FADS

Among the latest ribbons are sev-

eral of waterproof variety for millin-
ery purposes.

The wearing of white lace spats is
a queer fashion that comes from
Paris.

The side-tilte- d hat is responsible
for the new large veil which is triau- -
guar in shape. It can be easily draped,
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